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ABSTRACT 
Necessary and sufficient conditions are obtained for a pair of matrix equations 
A,XZ$ = C,, AsXZ& = C, on a general field .F to have a common solution, along 
with the expression for a general common solution when certain c3ndiaions ho!d. 
Common solutions of minimum rank are described. A matrix programming problem is 
solved en route. 
1, INTRODUCTION 
In an earlier paper [3] the author gave necessary and sufficient conditions 
for a pair of individually consistent linear matrix equations 
to have a common solution and presented the expression for a general 
common solution when the stated conditions hold. The matrices were consid- 
ered on the complex field. As the conditions and the general solutions use the 
conjugate transpose xplicitly, the reader may have difficulty in extending the 
results to the general field. Recently Van der Woude [7] has derived a set of 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the same problem, but in the context 
of a more general field. The object of this paper is to carry this investigation 
to its logical conclusion, namely to derive the general common solutions in 
this general context and also to point out the connections of these new results 
with the earlier results of the author [3] and those of Shinozaki and Sibuya 
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2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY F’IESULTS 
Matrices, which are over a general field 9, are denoted by capital letters; 
cohunn vectors, by lowercase letters. For a matrix A, the symbols &(A), 
N(A), and A’ denote the column span, null space, and transpose of A. For a 
complex matrix A, A* denotes the complex conjugate transpose of A. A- 
denotes the generalized inverse (g-inverse) of A, that is, a solution G of the 
matrix equation AGA = A. The class of general&d inverses of A is denoted 
by {A- }. A g-inverse of A which satisfies the additional condition GAG = G 
is called a reflexive g-inverse of A and denoted by A,. For a complex matrix 
A, a least squares inverse is defined by the pair of conditions AGA = A, 
(AG)* = AG, and a minimum norm g-inverse by the pair of equations 
AGA = A, (GA)* = GA. These g-inverses are denoted respectively by A; 
and A,.Thesymbols {A;},{A;},and {A,} havetheobviousinterpreta- 
tions. Further 
GL) = {Am>n{A;>. 
We now state some well-known results without proof. We need these 
results elsewhere in the text. For proofs see for example [5, pp. 24, 25, 46, 
and 491. 
LEMMA 2.1. 
{A3 = (A*@A*)-), {A;} = ((A*A)-A*). 
LEM~~A 2.2. A necessay and sufficient condition for the matrix equa- 
tion AXB = C to have a solution is 
AA-CB-B=C 
(or equivalently _M( C ) c &(A), &(C’) c M( B’)), in which case the gen- 
eral solution is 
X = A-CB- + U- A-AUBB’-, 
where the matrix u is arbitra y. 
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LEMMA 2.3. A necessa y and suficient condition for the pair of matrix 
equations AX = C, XI3 = D to have a common solution is 
AA-C=C, DB-B= D, AD=CB 
(or equivalently J?(C) c &(A), A( D’) c .M(B’), AD = CB), in which case 
the general common solution is 
X=A-C+DB- -A-ADB- +(I-A-A)V(I-BB-), 
where the matrix V is arbitrary. 
? l_ 3 THE MAIN RESULTS 
The following lemmas are easily established. 
LEMMA 3.1. If 
Ll 
A L2 i i =JqB, : B,) (2) 
with both matrices conformably partitioned, then 
B,L, + BgLz = 0, JI( B,L,) = &(B2L2) = A( 23,) n A( B,). (3) 
Note that if B,L, + BzLz = 0, then 
4) 
i: is clearly a subset of X( B, : I&) 
but could be a proper subset even if (3) is true, excluding for example vectors 
Xl ( 1 x2 ’ XiE~(Bi), i=1,2. 
Thus the converse of Lemma 3.1 is not necessarily true. We have in fact the 
following lemma. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Lst the matrices Lt, Lo2 satis& condition (3), and Nl, N2 be 
matrices such that ~( Ni) = ~( Bi), i = 1,2. Then 
Let K,, K, similarly denote matrices satisfying the condition 
=.,V(A; : A’,). 
We shall now prove the main theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. T%e following statements are equiualent: 
(a) The pair of equutions in (1) ?wue a c0mnon solution X. 
(b) For matrices Y and 2 properly chosen and fixed, the equation 
AXB = C is consistent, where 
, B=(B, : B,), C= (5) 
(c) For i = l,$ d(Ci) C &(A,), M(C[) C M(B/), and 
K&L, = K,C,L,. 
(d) For i = 1,2, I C I, &(C{) C Jl(B/), and 
(6) 
“Zr(B,: B2)cd - 
(e) For i = 1,2, 
(7) 




= Rank Bi, 
f 
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Proof. (a) - (b): The equivalence is easily established. 
(b) * (c): By Lemma 2.2, the equation AXB = C is consistent iff 
-@(C)cd(A), &(C’) c&.N(B’), 
that is, iff 
(9) 
(K, : K,)C=O, c ;1 =o 
( 1 2 
or equivalently 
K,C, + X,2 = 0, (lOa) 
K,Y + K&s = 0, (lob) 
C&r + YL, = 0, 004 
ZL, + C&a = 0. Wd) 
Equation (9) implies 
for i=1,2, ecu, ECU. 
Further, (9) implies that the equations (lOa), (lob), (lOc), and (1Od) are 
consistent and also that the pair of equations (1Oa) and (1Od) have a common 
solution in 2 and so does the pair (lob) and (1Oc) in Y. Hence in view of 
Lemma 2.3, (b) * (c). 
Conversely, M(Ci) C ~( Ai), M(Ci’) C J?(B/), i = l,2, implies 
JWV,) c 4U JWW,) c 4X,)* 
JW:cg c JW;), A( L’,c,‘) c d(L’,), 
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which implies that the equations (lOa), (lob), (lOc), and (1Od) are individu- 
ally consistent. Hence in view of Lemma 2.3(c), the pair of equations (1Oa) 
and (IOd) have a common solution in 2 and the pair (lob) and (1Oc) in Y. 
Thus (c) * (b). 
(c) CJ (d): This equivalence is a simple consequence of the fact that the 
condition K&Z,& = K&&s can be alternatively expressed as 
(d) j(e): Let Bj be a matrix of order n X 9i, i = 1,2, and Rank B be 
equal to b. Put 9 = 91 + Q~. Let S be a matrix of order 9 X b such that 
A(B) = A’(B). Clearly the columns of S are linearly independent. Further 
let 
be a matrix of full column rank satisfying the condition (2). In other words, 
let the columns of L form a basis of N(B). The matrix (L: S) is clearly 
nonsingular. Thus 
(L : s) 
The last b columns of this matrix are linearly independent among themselves 
and also of the other columns. Hence (8) * (7). Since the other parts of (d) 
and (e) are virtually restatements of one another, we conclude (d) = (e). 
The equivalence of (a), (d), and (e) is due to Van der Woude [7]. Our 
proof is based on a detour through another equivalent condition, (b). It 
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appears to be simpler and more instructive in that it allows those conditions 
to be seen in their proper perspective. The equivalence of (a) and (c) is 
virtuahy due to Shinoxaki and Sibuya [6]. It was implicit in [3]. Observe that 
in view of Lemma 3.2, if the equations are assumed to be individually 
consistent, it suffices to verify condition (c) for some choice of matrices L, 
and L, for which B&r + BzLz = 0 and A( B,L,) = A( B,)n A( B,). It is 
not necessary to involve the entire N(B). The same remark is applicable 
with respect o the choice of matrices K, and K,. The condition (2.11) of 
Theorem 2.2 in Mitra [3] uses specific choices of pairs K,, K, and L,, L, 
which are available in the complex case on account of certain beautiful 
properties of the parallel sum of a pair of Hermitian nonnegative d&rite 
matrices (see e.g. [5, Theorem 10.1.8(a), (c)l). 
THEOREM 3.2. when any one of the conditions (c), (d), and (e) of 
Theorem 3. holds, a general common solution to the pair of matrix equations 
A,XB, = C,, A,XBs = Cs is given by 
where the matrix U is arbitray and Y, 2 are general solutions to the pairs of 
equations (lob), (1Oc) aruE (lOa), (1Od) respectiuely . 
Proof. Theorem 3.2 follows from the equivalence of statements (a) and 
(b) in Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 2.2. The general solutions for Y and 2 are 
obtained with the help of Lemma 2.3. 
For the complex case, in view of Lemma 2.1 it is seen that the general 
common solution of the pair of equations (1) as given in Theorem 2.2 of 
Mitra [3] corresponds to the choice of 
(::), for (q- 
and of (B, : B&k, for (B, : B,)- . It is to be noted that even though the same 
symbols Y and 2 are used in the two theorems, they do not quite correspond 
to the same matrix in the two contexts. Their close interconnections will be 
clear to the reader. 
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4. COMMON SOLUTIONS OF MINIMUM RANK: 
A MATRIX PROGRAMMING PROBLEM 
If the matrix X satisfies the equation AXB = C, clearly 
RankX>,RankC. 
Further, for arbitrary choices of A-, B- , X = A- 03’ is a general solution 
of minimum rank. Common solutions of minimum rank of the pair of 
equations AX = C, XB = D were derived in Mitra [4]. Motivations for 
studying minimum rank solutions were given in that paper. In view of the 
results just stated and the equivalence of statements (a) and (b) in Theorem 
3.1, derivation of a common solution of minimum rank would require a 
solution of the following matrix programming problem. 
PROBLEM A. For i = 1,2, given matrices Ai, Si, and Ci such that 
J?( Ci) c A?( A,), &(C,‘) c A( I$'), determine matrices Y and 2 such that 
Rank (13) 
subject to 
We shall now assume that condition (d) of Theorem 3.1 holds, that is, 
(7) 
so that the class %’ of feasible solutions for the programming problem is 
nonempty. Let (Y *, Za) E %’ and be such that 
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.-4’(C”) = .d( AT,). 05) 
Assume without any loss of generality that Rank To = Rank Co. Since d(C”‘) 
c A( B’), the equation (AT,)WB = Co has a solution in W. By Theorem 3.1 
we conclude that 
Cl 0 ( I 0 _c 2 Jv(B1 : B,)cdR A”l; ,( 1 20 
or equivalently 
(16) 
We consider now another matirx programming problem: 
PROBLEM B. For i = 1,2, given matrices A,, I?,, and Ci such that 
I C I, a C ~(Bi’), and 
find a matrix T such that 
subject to 
and 
Rank T is a minimum 




Theorem 4.1 connects these two problems. 
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THEOREM 4.X. Problems A and B are equivalent in the sense that 
solving one is same as solving the other. Further 
(minRankCin Problem A) = (minRankTin Problem B). 
Proof. Since T = I is a feasible solution for Problem B, the class of 
feasible solutions is nonempty. Let T, be an optimal feasible solution. Since 
T * satisfies the conditions (17a) and (17b) and JI(C,‘) c A( B/), i = 1,2, it 
follows from Theorem 3.1 that the pair of equations 
A,T,WB, = Ci, i = 1,2, 
have a common solution W. Choose and fix any xch W, and define 
ArT*WB, = Y, A,T,WB,= 2. 
Form the matrix 
Cl y 
G= z ( 1 c 3 2 
and observe that 
AT,WB = C,. 
08) 
(19) 
Optimality requirements in Problems A and B imply 
Rat&C’< RankC,, 
Hence Rank C” = Rank C, = Rank To = Rank T,. 
The formulation in Problem B is attractive from one point of view. Here, 
unlike Problem A, the optima&y criterion and the constraints defining the 
feasible solutions refer to only one side of the matrix X in the equations (l), 
namely the A side, the B side being automatically taken care of by the 
condition (17b). We now proceed to construct an optimal T for Problem B. 
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Let T 1 be a matrix such that h~e columns of AT 1 
j//( c:,l., I. Observe that 
- ¢:21.2 ] 
~'(  CILt c Ojf/( 0 )] ¢~ ~{(A). 
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form a basis of 
then 
Aot ~ JK( Ca) (21b) 
and vice versa. Let T 3 and T~ be matrices uch that the columns of AIT3 are 
linearly independent and so are those of AaT 4, and further 
~[At(T~ : Tg)]e~f/(A~T3)=Jf/(C1), (22a) 
¢~ [Aa(r l  : Ta)]~.,C{(Aar,~)=.,C{(Ca). (22b) 
Notice that the matrix T = (TI:Ta:T3:T4) has been so constructed as to 
serve as a feasible solution for Problem B. An optimal T will be constructed 
using this feasible solution. 
We now show that the columns of (Tl: T a: T~: T4) are linearly indepen- 
dent. If not, let 
Tlb I + Tab ~ + Tab a + Tab 4 = 0 (null vector). (23) 
Here both T3b 3 and T4b 4 have to be nonnull. If both are null, (23) implies 
ATlb I + ATgb a = O, 
which, on account of the requirement that the columns of A(TI:T~) form a 
Let T~ be a matrix such that the columns of A(TI:Ta) form a basis of 
From the definition of the matrices T l and Tg. it is clear that ff 
Atq~JK(Ts/ l :  To) and At tE . / t ' (Ct ) ,  (21a) 
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basis of &, implies 
b,=O, b,=O. 
From the definition of Ts and T4 it follows that b3 = 0 and b., = 0. If only 
one of them is nonnull-for example, if T,b, # 0 and T4b4 = O-then (23) 
implies 
A,T,b, + A,T,b, + A,T,b, = 0. 
On account of (22a), this implies A,T,b, = 0 and in turn b3 = 0, since the 
columns of AlT3 are required to be linearly independent. Similarly for the 
case T3b3 = 0, Tab4 + 0. 
However, when both T3b3 and T4b4 are nonnull and both are outside 
J(T, : T,), we have A,T,b, E dY(C,) = A,T,b3 B .d(C,). This is in conflict 
with the requirement 
A,T,b, + AsTab, + A2T4b4 = - A,T,b,, 
since the left side belongs to M(C,) while the right side does not. It is 
trivially seen that 
are respectively the projections of 
and vice versa, where the orders of the null and identity matrices are clear 
from the context. Similarly, 
“[A1(Tj: T2)] and “[A2(Tlo; T,!] 
are respectively the projections of 
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and vice versa. Thus the optimality of the T = (Ti : T,: T3: T4) is clearly 
indicated if either AlTe or AeTe is of full column rank. When for example 
AiTs is of full column rank, at least as many linearly independent columns as 
in T = (Ti : TB : T3) are needed so that the condition &(Ci) c A( A$) may 
be satisfied along with (17b). To satisfy the other part of (17a) the cohmms of 
T have to be reinforced with additional linearly independent cohmms, at 
leastasmanyasinT,.ThisisbecausethewayT,andT,aredefin~itis 
ensured that d[A(T,: Te)] captures the maximum of &(Ci) and J(Ce) in 
the two projections that is possible through linear combinations of the 
columns of A. 
However, if neither A lT, nor AaTa is of full column rank, them may be 
some superfluity in Tz from the point of view of satisfying the requirement of 
Problem B. Note that once (17b) is satisfied, the rest of the con- 
ditions-namely (17a)-are concerned only with the two projections sepa- 
rately. Spanning of &’ was never intended at all The algorithm we dpcribe 
below shows how in such a case T, could be replaced by a matrix T, such 
that 
and the number of columns in $ is the minimum possible, namely 
max[Rank A,Ta,Rank AsTa]. 
Let the jth column of T2 be denoted by ti, j = 1,2,. . . . 
Step 1.’ Starting from its column 1, we scan the columns of AiTs unt8 we 
reach a column say A& which is linearly dependent on the 
columns preceding it in Ai(T, : T,). If 
we replace t, by 
t;, = tk - T,b, - 
1 
‘Note that in subsequent i erations of both step 1 and step 4, the search for a dependent 
column may he confined to the colut~ns beyond the one where the previous earch terminated. 
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step 2. Note that A,& = 0. We examine Ast;(. If A,fk is linearly indepen- 
dent of cohunns pmceding it in A,(T, : T,), go to step 4; otherwise 
fk is dropped from our consideration. 
Step 3. We scan subsequent cohunns of AiTs, from the (k + 1)t.h column 
onwards, and repeat the preceding operations. 
Step 4. We look for a column among the first k - 1 cohurms in AsTs 
linearly dependent on columns preceding it in A,( Tl : T,). When 
such a cohnnn is discovered, say Aatj (j < k), tj is replaced by 
tl = tj + fk and Zk is dropped from our consideration. Then proceed 
to step 3. 
step 5. t;( is retained. We switch over our attention from the top to the 
bottom half of AsT,. We now scan the columns of A,T,, from the 
(k + 1)th cohunn onwards, and repeat the previous cycle of opera- 
tions. At the next execution of step 5 we return to top half, and 
once again step 1 is implemented on this half, and so on. 
When the process terminates, T, as transformed-in preceding operations (call 
it T’,) would still satisfy (24), and one of AiTs or AsTs would be of full 
column rank, and this would be clear from the context. No new arguments 
are involved in establishing the optimality of 
T, =(T, : Ts : T3 : T,). 
As indicated in the proof of Theorem 4.1, let W be a solution of Equation 
(19). X = T *W is a common solution of minimum rank for the pair of 
equations in (1). 
5. INTERSECTION GENERATING g-INVERSES 
AND A MODIFIED MINIMUM RANK REQUIREMENT 
For matrices B and F each with n rows, the matrix G is said to be an 
intersection generating g-inverse of B [or briefly an n(F) g-inverse] if G 
satisfies the following two conditions: 
BGB = B, !,25a) 
~(BCF)c~(B)nA(F). (2W 
Such a g-inverse is denoted by the symbol B;,,,, and the entire class by 
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Pi+,, ). Note that if G E (B- 1, 
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.M(B)n.d(F)c.M(BGF). (26) 
Hence if G E {B’-,,,,}, 
.M(BGF)=d(B)nwM(F). (27) 
We have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 5.1. Let the matrix equution AXB = C be consistent. Then 
Rank{ E(A’&JCB$, } F is inuariant under the choice of the n(F) and 
n (E’) g-inuerses, and fm any choices thereof 
is a solution of the equution AXB = C fbr which Rank EXF is a minimum. 
Pro@ Let BB&,,F = FV and A’A’<(,+?= E’U’. We have 
E( A’,,, ,.,)‘CB,o,F = E( A’,,,.,)‘AXBB,,,,F \ 
= UEXFV, 
so that Rank EXF > Rank E(A’,(,,)‘CB,(,,F, from which Theorem 5.1 
follows. 
Let B, be a matrix such that 
d(B)nwM(F)@M(B,)=.l(F). (2% 
One way of computing such a matrix is through sweepout operations applied 
to the columns of 
(B: F) (29) 
left to right, and forming $ with only those columns of F which leave a 
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nonnull residue in the corresponding positions of the swept-out version. Let 
( 1 go E ((B : B,)-); 
then it is easily seen that G E { B$,}. This fact was extensively used in [2]. 
For complex matrices B and F it is known that the conjugate transpose of a 
minimum FF* seminorm g-inverse of B* belongs to { I&,,,}. This fact was 
used in [4] to derive solutions of the matrix equation AXB = C for which 
Rank EXF is a minimum. This paper also provides motivation for considering 
such an optima&y criterion. 
Let &Q’) = N( F’). The condition (2Sb) can then be alternatively 
expressed through an equation 
QBGF = 0. (=W 
A general solution to I&,, that is, a general solution to the pair of equations 
(25a), @5t’) can therefore be obtained as in Theorem 3.2. 
Similarly, the problem of finding a common solution to the pair of 
equations in (1) for which Rank EXF is a minimum corresponds to a matrix 
programming problem which differs from the one studied in Section 4 only in 
respect to the optimality criterion in that Ra& C in (13) is replaced by 
with 
C=(2 ;J, A=(;;), B=(B,: B,), 
In view of Theorem 5.1 the specific choices of the n (F ) g-inverse of I3 and 
the n(E’) g-inverse of A’ are seen to be unimportant in the context. Solution 
of the reformulated matrix programming problem is left as an unsolved 
problem. 
Earlier in this section we described an application of Theorems 3.1 and 
3.2 in the computation of intersection generating -inverses. Another interest- 
ing application corresponds to the case where X is a square matrix and one is 
interested in finding out if the consistent equation AXB = C has a symmetric 
solution (X = X’) and in computing a symmetric solution when one exists. It 
turns out that for AXB = C to have a symmetric solution it is necessary and 
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sufficient that the pair of equations AXB = C, B’XA’= C’ have a common 
solution. If X is a common solution, so are X’ and (X + X’)/2. The common 
solution (X + X1)/2 is symmetric. For the complex case this problem has 
been adequately studied in [l]. It is interesting to speculate about the 
conditions which will (for example) ensure that the equation AXB = C has a 
solution X which is EP (normal), that is, 
&M(x)=dt(X*) (xX*=x*x). 
The a&or wishs to thank Dr. J. Van der Woude fm sending a copy of 
his doctoral dissertation, which in-d the author of his intewsting work. 
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